ABSTRACT This paper addresses the operating room management problem for private hospitals aimed at the high-end customer market. A patient preference-driven policy that incorporates surgeon scheduling into the surgery scheduling process is proposed to satisfy patients' personalised preferences for surgeons and surgery dates. A stochastic programming model is formulated with the objective of minimizing operating rooms' staffing costs. A column generation-based heuristic algorithm is developed to solve the integrated surgeon and surgery scheduling issue. The performance of the algorithm is tested on different scale instances. Numerical results indicate that the patient-preference driven approach can identify an effective solution to operating room scheduling that satisfies patients' preferences with only slightly increased staffing costs. Additionally, the column generation-based heuristic algorithm can obtain solutions within a 1.6% gap of the lower bound obtained by the linear relaxed problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
China's population is ageing, leading to a rapid growth in healthcare demand. Chinese society has given unprecedented attention to the healthcare system. It is reported that the Chinese healthcare expenditures were ¥1.75 trillion in 2009 and are predicted to grow no less than 17% each year [31] . Operating rooms (OR) are estimated to consume 10-30% of a hospital's annual budget [19] , [20] , indicating that surgery departments are one of the most costly functional areas in hospitals. OR management is an area with significant potential for realizing greater efficiencies and lower operating costs.
Government and public hospitals, focused on providing comprehensive and affordable health care services, are financed by the state and regulated by health authorities. They cannot fully meet the increasing medical demands; hence there is no way for them to provide personalised service. In response, more and more private hospitals have emerged to satisfy patients' desire for personalized care. There were about 3220 private hospitals on the Chinese mainland in 2005. By the end of 2012, the number tripled to 9786 based on the report on China Healthcare statistics 2013 yearbook. China's private hospital sector has entered a period of fast track development. Private hospitals are generally for-profit organizations for the high-end consumer market, and they typically follow a patient-oriented operating philosophy. Normally, private hospitals charge higher than public hospitals for the same surgical and medical services. They focus on improving service quality in order to remain competitive in the market [29] . Patients are customers who have the rights to choose where they go for their medical care. This is why patients' satisfaction is extremely important to private hospitals. The focus of this research is to provide reliable and satisfactory surgery schedules.
Various literatures focus on surgery scheduling problems recent years. Denton et al. [7] research on a surgery block allocation problem with the decisions of how many operating rooms to open and how to allocate surgery blocks to operating rooms; both stochastic programming and robust optimization methods are applied to model surgical duration uncertainty; They also find some propositions in surgery scheduling problems, which are helpful to decrease feasible solution space.
Yang et al. [32] consider surgeons' preferences to the time segments in surgery scheduling, where time segments and surgeons are treated as two sides of matching problems; they proved their approach is effective on improving surgeons' satisfactions based on efficient use of time resources through experimental example.
Previous studies [6] , [22] , [26] , [28] generally decompose the OR scheduling process into two phases: Firstly, surgeons are assigned regularly recurring to blocks of time [11] ; Secondly, cases are assigned into these blocks with the result of the first phase respective of surgeon desire for contiguity and a balanced workload. This OR scheduling policy is preferred by surgeons and widely applied in practice, although it has its flaws: there is always a gap between the number of blocks assigned in the first phase and the real blocks needed in the second phase, which may result in 1) a low utilization of staffed capacity; and 2) the inability to treat patients at the preferred time. Private hospitals care about patients' feelings during the treatment processes. Patients have different perceptions of the acuity of their need and different timeof-day and surgeon preferences. The traditional two-phase OR scheduling method doesn't satisfy the patient-oriented perception in private hospitals. Thus, we integrate the twophase OR scheduling process into a coherent whole, and then develop a patient-preference driven surgeon and surgery integrated scheduling policy that helps to efficiently use the staffed OR capacity and improves surgeons' sense of responsibility and patient satisfaction. This work is based on our previous study [29] , which extended to focus on an integrated scheduling method for surgeon and surgery with regard to patient preference.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background together with a brief literature review is given. Section 3 discusses the surgeon and surgery scheduling problem (SSSP) with regard to patient preference and proposes a stochastic model. A Monte Carlo approximation method is used to transfer the problem into a deterministic optimization problem. Section 4 presents a column-generation based heuristic approach. Details on both pricing problems and branching strategies are also described in the section. Numerical experiments are conducted and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and lists some topics for future research.
II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Determining the most effective management of the surgery department requires taking a system-wide view of the hospital and understanding the surgery resources and the process in ORs. OR-related resources have three components [19] : (1) physical, meaning the number of rooms and different types of surgical equipment available. Some surgical procedures need particular equipment to satisfy the needs of the surgery. Achieving overall improvement in the quality, efficiency, and accessibility of hospital ORs is a complex process. A realistic OR scheduling policy cannot ignore any of the three resources.
Surgeon resource is almost the most expensive resource in OR-related resources. An efficient surgeon scheduling helps to improve the utilization of staffed resource, reduce the operating costs and patients' waiting time. In practice, surgeon scheduling process generally considers the following constraints:
-The shift is a personnel task with a fixed start and end times. For elective surgeries, hospitals regularly require two types of shifts, morning shifts and afternoon shifts for elective surgeries. Morning shifts typically run from 8:00a.m. to 12:00a.m., and afternoon shifts run from from 2:00p.m. to 6:00p.m. In the emergency department, surgeons also have night shifts to ensure the patients can accept timely treatment. The surgeon scheduling specifies the shifts allocated to each surgeon for every day of a one-or two-week period.
-Skill category: The skill categories are based upon surgeons' specialized knowledge, level of qualification and experience.
-Availability: Apart from surgery tasks, surgeons also have teaching tasks and need regular days-off. An OR manager must take into account surgeons' availability, when newly recruited surgeons will begin taking cases and whether a surgeon is on holiday.
A very general realization of the surgeon scheduling problem has been modelled as a newsvendor problem [1] , [15] , [21] . In that model the hospital allocate surgeon shifts to satisfy all surgery demand while minimizing the sum of two opposing staffing-related costs. The first, termed underutilization, is associated with staffed but unused shift time, which increases labor costs, and the second, termed overutilization, is associated with meeting demand that exceeds the planned shift time, which may impact the quality of care.
Day et al. [6] generate a set of feasible surgeon scheduling that incorporate both their preferences and constraints via an integer programming formulation. Then another integer program that maximizes the total expected monetary value finds an optimal overall surgeon schedule. Ferrand et al. (2011) use mixed-integer programming to construct cyclic surgeons' working shifts for emergency department. Different from non-emergency departments, surgeons have overnight shift duty, which results in more complex scheduling processes; for example, surgeons cannot hold consecutive shifts after an overnight shift. Surgeons' preferences incorporating holidays, work assignments, and vacation requests ex post are completely considered in the scheduling process. In this paper, chance constraint programming is used to find a reasonable balance between overutilization and underutilization for each working shift. Relying on scenario-based approximations method, the original constraint programming model is transferred into an integer programming one. This kind of models has more variables than can be reasonably VOLUME 6, 2018 attacked directly. Therefore, column generation is often used to improve the solving efficiency [1] , [5] , [12] , [17] . Excellent reviews on surgery scheduling can be found in [19] and [2] . Shylo et al. [24] present a stochastic operating room scheduling model for high-volume specialties under block booking, a chance-constrained model of overtime for the OR scheduling is proposed with the objective of maximizing the expected utilization of OR resources. Freeman et al. [10] propose a scenario-based modeling approach for operating theater scheduling problem under uncertainty, they show that incorporating uncertainty via scenarios increases profit and OR utilization. Fügener et al. [11] focus on a master surgery scheduling problem in which block OR time is assigned to different surgical subspecialties; they also consider the effect on downstream units including intensive care unit and wards.
Although surgery scheduling problems are frequently encountered in the operations research literature, the perspective on patients' preference is not enough. Patients are also a kind of customers who have preferred attending surgeons or surgery dates. Ignore patients' preferences in scheduling process is not wise. As far as the author known, only two related papers have considered about patients' preferences. Velasquez and Melo [27] focus on multi-operating room scheduling problem with regard to patients' preference on starting time, the problem is formulated as a set packing problem with conflicting objective functions including reduce operating costs and increase satisfaction. Additionally, Gupta and Wang [13] reduce wait and increase satisfaction by allowing patients to choose either a same-day or a scheduled future appointment. The patients' choice for each physiciantime slot is modeled combination with the objective of maximizing revenue in an advanced access systems. The effect on the optimal profit of patients' loyalty to their PCPs, total clinic load, and load imbalance among physicians are also studied.
In this paper, a patient-preference driven surgeon and surgery integrated scheduling policy is developed since surgery is considered to be the main engine of workload and hence the main generator of variance in the hospital. It is our brief that integrating the surgery schedule process into the surgery schedule process is a simple yet effective way to achieve considerable saving in staffing costs, meanwhile, a patient-preference driven policy helps to improve the responsibility of surgeons and patients' satisfaction.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we formalize the integrated surgeon and surgery scheduling problem with staffing cost minimization. Let I denote the set of elective patients on the waiting list, S denote the set of surgeons and K denote the set of shifts. δ sk and η is are binary, where δ sk represent the availability of surgeon s to perform surgical cases in shift k, η is denotes whether the skill category of surgeon s match surgical case i. d i is the surgery duration for each patient i and α ie denotes the number of pieces of equipment of type e required for patient i. We assume that the surgery capacity is sufficient and all the patients should be treated in a planning horizon. When a surgeon is assigned surgeries in a shift, we say the surgeon shift is busy, at which point a fixed costs c f occurs. The regular opening length for a working shift is T hours, if the assigned surgery tasks cannot be finished in the regular shift hours, overtime occurs. Let O sk denote the overtime duration for surgeon s in shift k. The per-unit overtime cost is c v (c v > c f /T ). We limit the maximum overtime duration per shift as H hours. Due to the inherent uncertainty of surgery duration, it still has a possibility that surgeries allocated to one surgeon shift exceed the maximum capacity, i.e., after the maximum opening period T + H , some planned surgery tasks may have not be treated. Those planned surgeries will be cancelled. The possibility of this situation is limited by given an upper bound β.
Each surgeon shift is different in the eyes of patients. Let p isk denote the preference of patient i for surgeon shift (s, k). p isk values range from ''1-5'', where ''5'' represents that a patient is totally satisfied with a particular surgeon shift, and ''1'' represents that a patient is very dissatisfied with a particular surgeon shift.
Additionally, we assume that the number of available ORs is R. ORs have no differences and surgery equipment can be transferred between different ORs. There are several types of bottleneck surgery equipment. The number of pieces of equipment of type e available in shift k is A ek .
We wish to find a feasible schedule that ensures that patients' satisfaction levels exceed given bound µ with the objective of minimizing the staffing costs.
The decisions are binary, including two important and related parts: (1) which work shift to assign to which surgeon; and (2) which surgical case to assign to which surgeon shift. Let x isk , y sk be binary variables. y sk equals one if shift k is assigned to surgeon s; otherwise equals 0. x isk equals one if surgery i is allocated to surgeon shift (s, k). The random variables ( i∈I x isk d i − T ) + are referred to as the overtime of surgeon s in shift k.
The main challenge in operating room management is the inherent uncertainty in surgical services [2] , which is related to the complicated surgery process and physical condition. To model the stochastic surgery durations, it is assumed that only a limited number of processing times may actually occur. We define one scenario as a possible condition of the combination of processing times for surgeries. Each scenario is composed of collective random outcomes. By the assumption of independence of random variables, a scenario has support |I |, and can be represented as
The SSSP is then formulated as follows:
s∈S k∈K
s∈S i∈I
s∈S y sk ≤ R ∀k (7)
The objective function (1) minimizes the total staffing costs including the fixed costs relative to the number of working shifts and the expected costs of variable overtime, where E ω denotes the mathematical expectation with respect to different scenarios ω. Constraint (2) ensures that all patients are assigned surgery on the waiting list. Constraint (3) represents the relationship between two decision variables, which ensures that a patient can only be allocated to a surgeon shift if that shift is assigned to the surgeon, where M is a big data. Equation (4) is the overtime expression. Constraint (5) ensures that the possibility of the situation that surgeries allocated to one surgeon shift exceed the maximum capacity is less than β. Constraint (6) indicates that number of equipment used in a shift doesn't exceed the maximum number. Constraint (7) implies that the number of surgeons working simultaneously is less than the number of ORs. Constraint (8) implies patient can be only assigned to a surgeon shift towards which patient's preference level is upper than µ, meanwhile, the surgeon's skill category must match patient's disease. Constraint (9) is the surgeon availability constraint. Constraint (10) ensures the decision variables are binary. It is can be observed that SSSP is a chance-constraint stochastic model and difficult to be solved directly. Previous research finds that surgery duration generally follows lognormal distributions [3] , [25] , [33] . The parameters for lognormal distributions can be obtained based on surgeons' experience and historical data. Generate a number L of scenarios by sampling from given lognormal distributions and one scenario ω is represented as
Using sample average approximation method, we can reformulate SSSP model into a deterministic one.
Then the expected objective function (1) is approximated by the sample averages and restated as follows:
The chance constraint (5) indicates that the overcapacity possibility is less than β, which is approximate equivalent to constraint (12) , which means the number of expressions satisfied
True(·) is a logic function. If the inner constraint (·) is satisfied, True(·) = 1; otherwise True(·) = 0.
IV. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
In the previous section, the integrated surgeon and surgery scheduling problem is transferred into an integer programming method, which has solving difficulties since the number of feasible schedules grow exponentially with the number of patients. In this section, we first apply column generation algorithm to deal with the relaxed linear programming SSSP model, and then design a heuristic pricing rule to ensure the integral constraint, which is suitable to deal with large scale problems and improves the solving efficiency a lot. The SSSP Problem consists of generating a configuration of individual schedules over a given planning horizon, and then can be firstly reformulated as a column-oriented model. A column represents a plan for a specific surgeon shift, and then, plan j, represents the set of patients assigned to a surgeon shift, can be denoted as:
, where a ij , b jk and n js are denoted as follows:
a ij : = 1 if surgical case i is assigned to plan j; otherwise = 0; b jk : = 1 if plan j is scheduled on block k; otherwise = 0; n js : = 1 if plan j is scheduled by surgeon s; otherwise = 0; The expected cost C j of plan j can be expressed as:
For the sake of calculation, the mathematical mean value of surgery duration u i is introduced into the expression of C j in the master problem:
Let J be the set of feasible plans j and let λ j for j ∈ J be a binary decision variable indicating whether a feasible plan j is selected, i.e.,
Then the SSSP problem can be seen as a problem of selecting a set of feasible plans and stated as a column-oriented model as follows:
where the operating cost of plan j, C j , is calculated asfollows.
In each column of the column-oriented model, parameters a ij , b jk , n js must satisfy the following constraints to ensure feasible:
Constraint (15) corresponds to constraint (2) , indicating that all patients on the waiting list are assigned surgery and each patient is assigned exactly once. Constraint (16) ensures that each surgeon-shift at most operate one feasible plan. Constraint (17) is equivalent to constraint (6) , showing that the number of each type of bottleneck equipment needed simultaneously cannot exceed its maximum number. Constraint (18) corresponds to constraint (7), indicating that the number of plans assigned in a shift time is fewer than the number of ORs. Constraints (21) - (24) , which are obeyed by the parameters in each column, ensure that each column corresponds to a feasible plan. Constraint (21) implies that the total surgery length in an OR does not exceed its maximum opening hours. Constraint (22) ensures that each plan corresponds to just one surgeon shift. Constraint (23) is equivalent to constraint (8) , ensure that no patient is assigned to a surgeon shift towards which the preference level is lower than µ, meanwhile, the surgeon's skill category must match patient's disease. Constraint (24) corresponds to constraint (9), ensures that no plan is assigned to the unavailable surgeon shift.
A. THE MASTER PROBLEM
According to [4] , the column-oriented model can be decomposed into two parts: a set-partitioning master problem (MP) and a pricing problem. It can be observed that constraints (14) to (20) are related to decision variables linking different activities, and thus (14)- (20) form the master problem (MP). MP contains an enormous columns and cannot be solved directly. We replace the integrity constraint (19) by 0 ≤ λ j ≤ 1 to linear the MP and solve the linear relaxation of MP by column generation, where only a subset J * ∈ J of columns is solved, and additional columns are generated as needed as described in the following.
We set π 1
and π 4 k (k ∈ K ) to be dual variables that correspond to constraints (15) , (16), (17) and (18), respectively. Afterwards, for each column j of RMP, the reduced cost can be formulated as follows: If there are exist σ j < 0, the columns with negative reduced costs are added to the restricted MP for a new iteration; otherwise the current optimal solution is also global optimal.
B. THE PRICING PROBLEM
The pricing problem seeks to determine the values of parameters a ij , b jk and n js for one column, with the objective of minimizing the corresponding reduced cost. It can be observed that constraints (21)- (24) apply to individual activities and ensure a plan to be feasible. Thus the pricing problem is formulated as follows:
The pricing problem consists of S × K sub-problems. 
Constraint (27) ensures that no patient is assigned to unavailable surgeon-shifts. Unavailable surgeon-shifts occur since in addition to surgeries, surgeons also have teaching tasks and enjoy days-off. Delete the set of sub-problems corresponding to unavailable surgeon-shifts and then constraint (27) can be ignored. For each available surgeon-shift, let I k,s = {∀p isk ≥ µ and η is = 1} be the set of patients who can be operated on in surgeon-shift(s, k). We can thus simplify the sub-problems (SPs) as follows. 
C. FRAMEWORK OF COLUMN-GENERATION-BASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The basic idea of the column-generation-based heuristic (CGBH) algorithm is similar to branch-and-price. In the inner procedures, column generation is applied to solve LP relaxation problem. New columns are only added when the corresponding reduced costs are negative, which reduces the solving complexity. The outer circulation is a heuristic branching strategy, which occurs when no columns price out to enter basis and the LP does not satisfy the integrality constraint.
The inner procedures are typically a column generation algorithm, which are described as follows:
Step 1: Generate initial feasible plans for the restricted master problem.
Step 2: Solve the current RMP problem.
Step 3: Solve the sub-problems with a greedy heuristic algorithm to generate columns with negative reduced cost, add the improved columns to the column pool, and proceed to Step 2. When the heuristic algorithm cannot find columns with negative reduced cost, apply dynamic programming method introduced in section 4.2 to generate columns with negative reduced cost, add the improved columns to the column pool, and then proceed to Step 2.
Step 4: If there are no columns with negative reduced cost, terminate CG procedures with the optimal solution for RMP.
The outer procedures of the CGBH algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Relax the integer constraint in the Master Problem and initialize all patients in the waiting list.
Step 2: Solve the RMP problem using the CG procedure. Replace all plans in the column pool by the plans associated with the variables λ j > 0.
Step 3: Randomly generate L samples. Verify whether the plans in the column pool satisfy the capacity constraint i∈I x isk d ω i ≤ (T + U ); if not, delete those plans in the column pool.
Step 4: Select plans as a partial final solution by using the branching strategy introduced in section 4.3.2. Update the waiting list.
Step 5: Circulate through Step 2-Step 4 until the length of the total remaining surgery duration on the waiting list is less than c f /c v . (Step 5 is based on Proposition 1)
Step 6: Use the improving strategy introduced following in section C-4 until no patient remains on the waiting list, and then the final solution of the SSSP is obtained.
The flowchart of the CGBH algorithm is shown as (26), we decompose the pricing problem into two cases: 
SP1
:
SP2: 
In sub-case SP1, the term c f − π 2 sk − π 4 k in (29) is constant and thus the objective function can be substituted into max (32) is constant and hence can be dropped from the criteria. The sub-case SP2 can be reformulated as SP2.1 by temporarily ignoring constraint (34), which is a variant knapsack problem.
SP2.1:
Pricing model focuses on searching the columns with the most negative reduced costs, which is a process of optimization. Actually, any column with negative reduced cost can improve the solution quality; we don't need to find the optimal solution of the pricing model in initial, which is very time-consuming. Using this observation can improve the overall efficiency when the sub-problems are intensively computed. SP1 and SP2.1 are knapsack or variant knapsack problems, which can be solved by greedy algorithm with the rule to select patients according to the per-unit value in descending order. Greedy algorithm works until no column with negative reduced cost can be found, and then dynamic programming is invoked to prove optimality or produce columns with negative reduced costs as follows.
We define states and stages for dynamic programming. The problem SP1 is a typical 0-1 knapsack problem and can be handled by a straightforward adaptation of the dynamic programming method described in [18] . To solve problem SP2.1, given a pair of integer stages n(0 ≤ n ≤ |I sk |) and capacity H (0 ≤ H ≤ H max , H max = T + U ), suppose that at stage n, there is a capacity H in a surgeon-shift. The optimization value of SP2.1 is as follows:
The recurrence expression is given as:
The initial condition can be represented as follows:
The optimal solution to SP2.1 is the solution corresponding to f n (H * ), with H * = arg max 0≤H ≤H max f (H ). The time complexity of SP2.1 is O(|J sk | × H max ). Then, we check whether H * satisfies constraint (34). If H * − T > 0 and the objective function of sub-case SP2c f −c v T −π 2 sk −π 4 k −f n (H * ) is negative, the corresponding column is added to RMP; otherwise, there is no improved column corresponding to an optimum solution for sub-case SP2.
2) GENERATION OF THE INITIAL RMP
As is known, the explicit column generation procedure begins with an initial RMP, where we obtain a feasible solution of the SSSP problem. A ''Preference-Match'' heuristic algorithm is proposed to obtain a feasible solution of the SSSP problem and then generate the initial RMP of the CG procedure. The algorithm is designed as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the average preference of all elective patients for each surgeon-shift.
Step 2: Choose the unused surgeon-shift with the highest average preference in the list, with the constraint that the total number of busy surgeons in the shift time cannot exceed the maximum number of available operating rooms.
Step 3: For the chosen surgeon-shift, delete the skillunmatched and preference-unsatisfied patients. Sort all the other unassigned patients in descending order of preference. Assign patients in sequence to the surgeon-shift, with the constraints that the total operating time of surgical cases assigned to the surgeon-shift cannot exceed its regular opening length and each type of the total needed equipments in the shift time cannot exceed its maximum number.
Step 4: If the surgeon-shift has no sufficient remaining time for all remaining surgical cases, return to Step 2.
Step 5: Iterate steps 2-4 until all patients are assigned.
3) BRANCHING STRATEGY
The final solution of column generation is generally not feasible because integral constraints may be violated. To ensure the solution feasible, we develop a heuristic branching strategy as follows: Sort plans in the column pool with the order of corresponding decision variables value from high to low. Select the first plan (with the highest decision variable value) in the column pool as a partial final solution plan and remove the patients assigned on the waiting list. Traverse the column pool, if there are still plans which only deal with unassigned patients, choose the plans as a partial final solution.
We don't apply branch-and-bound combined with column generation, called branch-and price, since the branch-andbound tree becomes extremely large with the number of patients increased. Hospital managers prefer an approach which can obtain a good feasible solution within a reasonable time, but not an optimal solution with an extremely large time, and thus a heuristic branching strategy is proposed as follows.
4) IMPROVEMENT OF A FEASIBLE SOLUTION

Proposition 1:
The overtime threshold is c f /c v hours, otherwise open an additional working shift can reduce the operating costs. Proposition 1 is obtained based on [7] , which can be applied to design an improved strategy to reduce the operating costs. The improved strategy worked only when the total length of surgeries remained on the waiting list is less than c f /c v .
Improved strategy: Sort the final solution plans in ascending order by the length of total surgery duration, which is denoted as P1. Sort the remaining patients by surgery length in descending order, which denotes as P2. Assign the patients in P2 one by one to the plan in P1 in sequence, with the constraint that the patient-preference and surgeon skill constraints are satisfied. Terminate the algorithm when the patients' waiting list is empty.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to test the CGBH approach described in the previous section, we performed computational experiments on various instances with different parameters. Previous literature found that surgery duration approximately follows lognormal distribution [25] , [33] . Randomly generate the parameters of the lognormal distribution with the average from the interval [3, 5] and the standard deviation from the set {0.05, 0.3} [14] , [23] , and thus the individuals' surgery durations can be obtained, mostly value between 20 and 240 minutes, expressed in integer minutes. It is assumed that the regular length for a shift is 4 hours and the maximum overtime capacity is 2 hours, and then one week can be divided into 10 shifts (morning shift from 8:00-12:00, afternoon shift from 2:00-6:00 Mon.-Fri.). The per-unit cost of regular working hours is set as 1 and the fixed cost for a working shift is 4. The per-unit overtime cost is bigger than that of regular working hours since the overtime staffing cost is generally expensive, which is set as 1.75. Our experiments have been performed on an Intel (R) Pentium (R) D CPU 2.80GHz 2.00Gb computer using language C# on visual studio 2010 platform and were linked with the optimization software ILOG Cplex.
A. ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCE FACTOR
We first consider the evolution of the algorithm's performance with respect to the number of scenarios (samples) L. Set the number of patients as 20, surgeon groups as 3, preference lower bound µ as 2 and overcapacity risk as no more than 20% in the experiments. For each sample size L, the CGBH algorithm was performed independently five times, after which the test values were averaged as the final solution in Table 1 . The last column shows that the computational time does not change significantly as L varies, whereas the value of σ /µ generally decreases when the number of samples L increases. When L reaches 100, σ /µ is smaller than 0.5%, which means that the sample value is approximated to the true value. In the following experiments, the number of samples is set at 100 if there is no specific notation.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE CGBH ALGORITHM
In order to evaluate the solution quality of the CGBH method, we compare the final results obtained by CGBH with the lower bound (LB). Firstly, we give the LB for SSSP as follows:
Proposition 2: The lower bound of the staffing costs for the SSSP problem is represented as:
Proof: Propostion 2 can be easily obtained based on Proposition 1. Because using a surgeon-shift beyond the regular working period results in direct overtime costs and indirect costs resulting from staff dissatisfaction, the perunit overtime cost is clearly larger than the per-unit regular working cost. The ideal schedule assigns surgery tasks to surgeon-shifts with no idle time and overtime. The minimum number of busy surgeon-shift is i∈I d i /T . We relax the integrity constraint of (10) and assume that the utilization rate of the i∈I d i /T busy surgeon-shifts is 100%, and then the rest of unassigned surgery hours are
According to Proposition 1, for the unassigned surgery tasks, if the total unassigned surgery duration is less than c f /c v hours, overtime can reduce operating costs compared with opening an additional surgeon-shift; otherwise, an additional surgeon-shift should be opened. Thus, the lower bound of the operating costs can be obtained, as shown in Proposition 2.
We use the relative optimality gab (GAP) defined as GAP = (CGBH − LB)/CGBH to evaluate the solution quality of CGBH algorithm. All the computational results presented in Table 3 are the average of five randomly generated instances for the size under consideration. The results include the best feasible solution of the CGBH algorithm, the computation time needed, the lower bound of the problem and the gap between the CGBH results and the lower bound. From Line 5, the gap between the LB and the CGBH algorithm can be observed to fluctuate within 1.2%, indicating that the gap between the solutions obtained by the CGBH algorithm and the true optimum solution is less than 1.2%. Our algorithm clearly works quite well in terms of solution quality for the currently tested problems. From Line 3, the computational time can also be observed to increase dramatically as the problem size increases. For solving a 5 surgeons × 60 patients' scale problem, the average computation time is almost 3 hours. That is to say, the efficiency of the CGBH algorithm can only satisfy a medium scale hospital. For larger scale instances, the current CGBH algorithm cannot find a final solution within a practical time budget (3 hours). Thus a heuristic speed-up strategy is developed and introduced. Combining the speed-up strategy with the CGBH algorithm forms the SCGBH algorithm. The heuristic speedup strategy focuses on finding local optimization plans by enumeration to reduce the size of the problem. The details are shown below:
Speed-up Strategy: Traverse the waiting list. Find the group of patients (denoted as G) whose total surgery duration just equals or comes within a distance (such as 5 minutes) of a shift length. Assign the group of patients G to a preferencesatisfied surgeon-block (s, k), after which the assignment is a part of the final solution. Remove the assigned patients. Iterate through the above procedures until there are no patients whose total surgery durations equal or come within the distance D of a shift length. Then, run the CGBH algorithm.
To discover the influence of distance D on solution quality and efficiency, we varied distance D from 0 to 5 minutes. Take a scale of 3 surgeons × 20 patients for example. The computational results presented are the average of five randomly generated instances for the size under consideration. GAP is defined as GAP = (SCGBH − LP)/SCGBH . From Table 4 , we can observe that the distance D increase the computational efficiency but sacrifice solution quality: as the distance D increases, the computation time of the SCGBH algorithm decreases sharply, but the quality of the solution is reduced.
To further demonstrate the influence of the speed-up strategy, the performance of methods CGBH and SCGBH were compared. The computational results are shown in Table 5 , and these computational results are based on five randomly generated instances for each size. The results include, for each size, the average final solution, the average computation time, the relative gap between the two methods and the lower bound. From Lines 2 and 3 it can be observed that the CGBH algorithm outperforms the SCGBH algorithm for solution quality, however, the computational time of the CGBH algorithm greatly exceeds that of the SCGBH algorithm. As the size of the problem increases, the computational time of the CGBH algorithm grows exponentially, whereas the computational time of the SCGBH algorithm grows slowly and sometimes even decreases. ''-'' denotes that the final solution cannot be found within a practical time budget of three hours. The results in Lines 6 and 7 also show that two methods can both yield solutions within the 1.6% gap, a situation that can be acceptable in practice. Consequently, the SCGBH algorithm is used to solve the problems with a size larger than 5 surgeons × 60 patients.
This work addresses the determination of which shift time to allocate to surgeons and which elective cases to assign to each shift time for which surgeon. Fig. 2 shows the representation of an approximate solution of the SSSP problem for a 3 surgeons × 40 patients' problem, from which patients and surgeons can easily find their scheduling. Above all, the method can determine the work timetable for surgeons while also finishing surgery scheduling with the objective of minimizing the related staffing costs with regard to patients' preference.
VI. CONCLUSION
Facing intense market competition, private hospitals pay more attention on patients' feelings and follow a patientoriented operating philosophy. We investigate the efficient management of operating rooms to satisfy personalized demands for service and give preferred schedules to patients. It is aimed to provide surgeons with reliable access to the operating rooms while considering patient-specific preferences and maintaining high utilization of capacity. Surgery scheduling is integrated with surgeon rostering problem with regard to patients' preference on surgeons and service time in the paper. A stochastic model is proposed with the objective of minimizing the total staffing costs including the fixed costs relative to the number of working shifts and the expected costs of variable overtimes. To solve the SSSP problem, a column generation-based preference algorithm is proposed that can yield a final solution within 1.6% gap compare with the lower bound. We use uniform and normal distributions to simulate patients' preferences. The uniform distribution focuses on describing the differences among individual preferences, which are more suitable for the scenario that there is no obviously difference between the level of surgeons' medical skills and patients are insensitive to the operation time. The normal distribution, on the other hand, aims to simulate the centralized preferences for surgeon shifts. Numerical experiments indicates that our method can find an effective OR scheduling that satisfied all patients' preferences with only slightly increased staffing costs (within 2%) when the demand/capacity parameter is no more than 87.2%. Additionally, compared with the uniform distribution, the solutions of preference followed a more robust normal distribution of higher quality.
Individual preference is an interesting topic in the area of surgery scheduling. Two groups of people have preferences, staffs and patients. Because the SRSS-PP problem considers only patient preferences, some further efforts can be made on the staff (surgeon, nurse and etc.) preference in the future. Additionally, the trade-off between patients' preferences and fairness is another interesting issue for future study.
